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The objective of this work is to develop an improved model of the human thermal system. The features included
are important to solve real problems: 3Dheat conduction, theuse of elliptical cylinders to adequately approximate
bodygeometry, the careful representation of tissues and important organs, and theflexibility of the computational
implementation. Focus is on thepassive system,which is composed by 15 cylindrical elements and it includesheat
transfer between large arteries and veins. The results of thermal neutrality and transient simulations are in
excellent agreement with experimental data, indicating that the model represents adequately the behavior of the
human thermal system.

© 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The human thermal system is composed of the thermoregulatory and
the passive system. The former is related to the physiological responses to
changes in the thermal environment or activity level: vasodilatation or
constriction, shivering, and sweating. The later includes heat conduction
inside the body, heat transfer by convection because offlowing blood, and
heat transfer between the body and the environment.

Several models of the human thermal system have been developed.
One cylinder models — Fanger [1], Gagge et al. [2], Ferreira and
Yanagihara [3] — can be used to predict global thermal comfort
conditions, to investigate the sensitivity of a simulation to some
parameters, and to test temperature regulatory strategies. All of them
incorporate basic features, such as heat conduction in tissues, heat
transfer between blood and tissue, metabolic heat generation, and heat
transfer by convection, radiation, evaporation of sweat, and through
respiration. Multi-segmented models — Wissler [4,5], Gordon et al. [6],
Tikuisis et al. [7], Werner [8], Takemori et al. [9], Fiala et al. [10,11],
Huizenga et al. [12], Tanabe et al. [13], Salloum et al. [14], Wan and Fan
[15], and Al-Othmani et al. [16] — have more advanced applications,
including evaluation of local thermal comfort and simulation of human
physiological responses to cold water immersion. Werner and Buse [17]
and Takemori et al. [9] considered 3D heat conduction.

Thermal comfort evaluation requires the simulation of asymmetric
boundary conditions, which occur when there are sources of thermal
radiation, air currents, or contact betweenpart of the human body and a
solid object. The aforementioned boundary conditions require the use of
a 3Dmodel, i.e., to consider 3D heat conduction inside the human body.
Body geometry is usually represented by circular cylinders, each one
representing a segment of the body. The use of circular cylinders results
in elements with unrealistic lengths, feature incompatible with a 3D
ll rights reserved.
model. In this study, cylinders with elliptical cross section were used in
order to achieve a better geometric representation of the human body.

2. Model description

2.1. Geometric and anatomic model

The global data of the anatomic model used [17] are height 1.76 m,
weight 67 kg, surface 1.8 m2, and volume 6.27×10−2 m3. The human
body was divided in 15 cylinders representing the head, neck, trunk,
arms, forearms, hands, thighs, legs, and feet. The comparison presented
in Table 1 shows that the use of cylinders with elliptical cross sections
generates amodelwith realistic dimensions. Thehandand trunk lengths
in the model of Takemori et al. [9] are exaggerated because of their
extensive superficial area. In the present model, the ellipse eccentricity
accounts for this large area. The height obtained is 1.77 m.

The tissues considered were: skin, fat, muscle, bone, brain, viscera,
lung, and heart. The choicewas not arbitrary: (a) the skinwas considered
because its blood flow is variable, and it is dictated by the thermo-
regulatory system; (b) the fat was considered because it has the smallest
thermal conductivity among the human tissues, behaving as a thermal
insulation; (c) the muscle, because its blood flow and metabolism vary
according to the physical activity and shivering level; (d) the bone,
because its thermal properties and blood flow are very different from
other tissues. Its thermal conductivity is the biggest and its specific heat,
the smallest; (e) the lung, because its bloodflow is approximatelyequal to
the cardiac output and it has a small density; (f) the heart, because it has a
high metabolic heat generation; (g) the brain, because it has a high
metabolic heat generation and blood flow. Besides that, its temperature is
considered tobean input to the regulatory system(the temperatureof the
hypothalamus pre-optic area to be more specific); and finally (h) the
viscera, a homogeneous mixture of the following tissues — liver, kidney,
stomach, gut, pancreas, spleen, bladder, and connective tissue — were
considered because of their high metabolic heat generation and blood
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Nomenclature

a major ellipse semi-axis (cm)
b minor ellipse semi-axis (cm)
c specific heat (J kg−1 K−1)
fcl ratio between the surface area of the clothed segment

and the nude one
h combined heat transfer coefficient (W m−2 K−1)
hav heat transfer coefficient between one big artery and

vein (W K−1 pair−1)
hc convective heat transfer coefficient (W m−2 K−1)
he evaporative heat transfer coefficient (W m−2 Pa−1)
hr radiative heat transfer coefficient (W m−2 K−1)
k thermal conductivity (W m−1 K−1)
L cylinder length (cm)
m mass (kg)
t time (s)
v air speed (m s−1)
w skin wettedness
x spatial coordinate (m), is equal to ξ·a·cos η
y spatial coordinate (m), is equal to ξ·b·sin η
z spatial coordinate (m), is equal to γ
As superficial area (m2)
CR heat transfer flux by convection and radiation

(W m−2)
E heat transfer flux by evaporation (W m−2)
Hav heat transfer coefficient between artery and vein

reservoirs (W K−1)
J Jacobian (m2), is given by xξ· yη−yξ· xη
K thermoregulatory system constant
M metabolic heat generation per unit volume (W m−3)
Pw partial water vapor pressure at the environment

temperature (Pa)
Pw,sk water vapor pressure at the skin surface temperature

(Pa)
Q heat lost (W)
Rcl thermal resistance of cloth (W−1 m2 K)
Re,cl resistance to evaporation imposed by clothes (W−1

m2 Pa)
T temperature (°C)
W blood flow rate (m3 s−1)

Greek symbols
Δ variation
γ spatial coordinate in the transformed space
η spatial coordinate in the transformed space
ξ spatial coordinate in the transformed space
ρ tissue density (kg m−3)
ϕ relative humidity of the air
ωbl tissue blood perfusion rate (m3 m−3 s−1)

Subscripts
0 reference or set-point
ar arterial
bl blood
hy hypothalamus
i ith segment
in
o operative
re rectal
sk skin
sh shivering

sw sweat
ty tympanic
ve venous
w water vapor
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flow. Mean viscera and brain temperatures can represent rectal and
hypothalamic temperature, respectively. The tissues thermal properties
andphysiological parameters used arepresented inTable 2. Thedatawere
taken from Werner and Buse [17]. The arrangement of layers (Figs. 1–4)
was based on human body cross-section photos [18]. The distribution in
the neck is similar to the arm, and it is not represented here.

2.2. Heat transfer by conduction inside the body

The heat conduction equation with constant density and specific
heat is given by:

ρ · c · Tð Þt = k·Txð Þx + k·Ty
� �

y
+ k·Tzð Þz + M ð1Þ

where ρ is the tissue density, c is the specific heat, T is the temperature, k
is the thermal conductivity; x, y, z, and t denote derivationwith respect
to x, y, z, and time;M is the internal heat generation.

The numerical solution of Eq. (1) can be achieved using a
coordinate transformation [19], which transforms an elliptical
cylinder in the Cartesian space into a parallelepiped in the new
coordinate system, with axes ξ, η, and γ. Eq. (1), rewritten in the new
coordinate system, is given by:

J · ρ · c · Tt =
k· x2η + y2η

� �
J
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·Tη
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J
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� �
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+ J · k·Tγ
h i

γ
+ J · M

ð2Þ

where J is the Jacobian of the transformation.
Assuming symmetrical and uniform environments the heat transfer

by convection and radiation in each element can be calculated by:

CR =
Tsk − To

Rcl +
1

fcl · h

ð3Þ

where CR is the heat transfer by convection and radiation, Tsk and To
are the superficial skin temperature and the operative temperature,
Rcl is the thermal resistance of the cloth, fcl is the ratio between the
surface area of the clothed segment and the nude one, and h is the
combined heat transfer (convection+radiation) coefficient in the
element. The heat transfer coefficientswere taken from the experiments
of Dear et al. [20]. The evaporative coefficient (Eq. (7)) was calculated
from the convective coefficient using the analogy between heat and
mass transfer. The coefficients are presented in Table 3 and compared
with experimental data. The cloth was modeled as an additional heat
and mass transfer resistance [21].

The heat transfer by evaporation at the surface of each element can
be calculated by:

E = w ·
Pw;sk − /a · Pw;a

Re;cl + 1
fcl · he

ð4Þ

where E is the heat transferred by evaporation, Pw,sk is the water vapor
pressure at the skin surface temperature, w is the skin wettedness
(varies from 0.06, when there is only water diffusion, to 1.0, when the
skin is completelywetted by sweat),ϕ is the relative humidity of the air;



Table 1
Comparison between dimensions of geometric models.

Element Present model Takemori et al. [9]

V/cm3 As/cm2 L/cm 2a/cm 2b/cm L/cm D/cm

Head 3542 1135 20 13.1 17.3 20.7 14.6
Neck 850 294 8 12.8 10.5 8.3 11.4
Trunk 34,758 5985 60 35.7 20.7 79.8 26.0
Arm 1766 831 31 8.1 9.0 35.3 9.0
Forearm 988 601 28 7.9 5.7 29.2 7.4
Hand 500 450 19 10.9 3.1 30.0 4.6
Thigh 5224 1701 44 11.9 12.7 35.2 13.4
Leg 2317 1080 40 8.3 8.9 37.9 8.6
Foot 980 630 26 10.2 4.7 24.1 7.2

Where L is the length, a is the major and b the minor ellipse semi-axis, V is the volume,
As is the superficial area and D the is cylinder diameter.

Fig. 1. Distribution of layers in the head.
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Pw is the partial water vapor pressure at the environment temperature,
Re,cl is the resistance to evaporation imposed by the clothes, and he is the
evaporative heat transfer coefficient in the element.

The respiratory heat loss was calculated using the model proposed
by Fanger [1]. This heat loss was modeled as a sink of heat and it was
divided according to [10]: 45% and 25% to the head and neck muscles,
and 30% to the lung.

2.3. Heat transfer between blood and tissue

For small vessels that can be treated as part of a continuum, the
model of Chen [24] without the convective term and the eddy
conductivity can be applied. The model is similar to that proposed by
Pennes [25], the difference is that arterial blood temperature depends
on the position inside the tissue and is not equal to the body core
temperature. The new term, the heat transfer between blood and
tissue in the small vessels, to be added to Eq. (2) is:

J · ωbl · ρbl · cbl · Tar;i − T
� �

ð5Þ

where ωbl is the tissue blood perfusion rate, ρbl is the blood density,
cbl is the blood specific heat, and Tar,i is the temperature of the arterial
blood that supplies the small vessels in the segment i.

The big vessels can be modeled as proposed by Wissler [5], using
two reservoirs, one of arterial blood and the other of venous blood.
The head, neck, arms, forearms, hands, thighs, legs, and feet have two
reservoirs. Applying a heat balance to each reservoir, the differential
equation, Eqs. (6) and (7), that describes the arterial and venous blood
temperature variations is obtained. Only one reservoir was considered
in the trunk. The equation is similar to Eq. (7), but with Hav=0 and
Table 2
Properties and parameters used in the model.

Tissue ρ/
(kg m−3)

c/
(J kg−1 K−1)

k/
(W m−1 K−1)

BM/
(W m−3)

BBF×106/
(m3 m−3 s−1)

Skin 1085 3680 0.47 368 362
Fat 920 2300 0.21 368 77
Muscle 1085 3800 0.51 684 543
Bone 1357 1700 0.75 368 0
Brain 1080 3850 0.49 9472 9000
Lung 560 3520 0.28 339 41,301
Heart 1080 3550 0.47 24,128 14,400
Viscera 1080 3504 0.49 3852 8925
Blood 1059 3850 – 0 –

ρ is the tissue density, c the specific heat, k the thermal conductivity, BM is the basal
metabolism, and BBF is the tissue basal blood perfusion rate.
three blood streams coming from the neck, upper and lower limbs,
instead of one.

mar;i · cbl · Tar;i
h i

t
= ρbl · cbl · War;in · Tar;in − Tar;i

� �
+ Hav;i · Tve;i − Tar;i

� �
ð6Þ

mve;i · cbl · Tve;i
h i

t
= ρbl · cbl · Wve;in · Tve;in − Tve;i

� �
+ Hav;i · Tar;i − Tve;i

� �

+
Z
V

ρbl · cbl · ωbl · T − Tve;i
� �

dV

ð7Þ

wheremar,i andmve,i are the masses of blood in the arterial and venous
reservoirs of segment i, respectively; War,in and Wve,in are the total
Fig. 2. Distribution of layers in the upper limbs.



Fig. 3. Distribution of layers in the trunk.

Table 3
Convective, radiative, and evaporative heat transfer coefficients used in the model.

Element Present model [22] [23]

hr/
(W m−2 K−1)

hc/
(W m−2 K−1)

he/
(W m−2 Pa−1)

hc/
(W m−2 K−1)

he/
(W m−2 Pa−1)

Head 4.1 3.6 5.9 2.7 –

Neck 4.1 3.6 5.9 – –

Trunk 4.4 3.2 5.3 2.6 4.8
Arm 5.2 2.9 4.8 3.2 –

Forearm 4.9 3.7 6.1 – 6.4
Hand 4.1 4.1 6.8 3.5 –

Thigh 4.3 4.1 6.8 2.9 5.3
Leg 5.3 4.1 6.8 – –

Foot 3.9 5.1 8.4 – –

Mean – 3.3 – 3.2 –

Comparisonwith experimental data fromNishi andGagge [22], Kakitsuba andKatsuura [23].
hr, hc and he are the radiative, convective, and evaporative heat transfer coefficients,
respectively.
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arterial and venous blood flow that enters segment i, Tar,in and Tve,in
are the temperature of the arterial and venous blood that enters
segment i, Hav,i is the heat transfer coefficient between artery and vein
reservoirs in segment i.

The blood masses in the reservoirs were calculated considering
5.5 L of blood for a normal adult male with 67 kg [26] and vascular
volume data of Chen [24]. The result is presented in Table 4. The heat
transfer coefficients between one artery and vein (hav) were
calculated using shape factors for two-dimensional conduction
between two cylinders immersed in an infinity medium [27]. It is
assumed that the artery and vein have the same diameters [27] and
the distance between them is given by two times their diameter [28].
Fig. 4. Distribution of layers in the lower limbs.
Multiplying by the number of vessels in one segment, the heat transfer
coefficient (Hav) for that segment is obtained. The number of vessel
pairs per segment is calculated dividing the volume of blood in each
element by the volume of each pair (Table 4). The representative
diameter of the big arteries and veins adopted was 6 mm. The results
are presented in Table 4.

A schematic representation of the passive systemmodel is presented
in Fig. 5.

2.4. Thermoregulatory system

The equation used for the vasomotor mechanismwas proposed by
Savage and Brengelmann [29]:

Δωsk = K1 Thy − Thy;0
� �

+ K2 Tsk − Tsk;0
� �

ð8Þ

where Δωsk is the skin blood perfusion rate variation (814×10−6≤
Δωsk≤3345 m3 m−3 s−1); K1 and K2 are constants, whose values are
1810×10−6 and 181×10−6 m3 m−3 s−1, respectively; Thy and Thy,0
are the hypothalamus temperature and reference temperature; Tsk
and Tsk,0 are the skin and reference temperature.

The equation proposed by Nadel et al. [30] calculates the heat lost
by evaporation of sweat:

Esw;i = K3 Thy − Thy;0
� �

+ K4 Tsk − Tsk;0
� �h i

· exp
Tsk;i − Tsk;0

10

� �
ð9Þ

where Esw, i is the heat lost by evaporation of sweat in ith segment; K3

andK4 are constants, whose values are 197 and 23Wm−2 K−1. The skin
wettedness (w) can be calculated by the equation presented in [21].
Table 4
Volume of blood reservoirs, length, heat transfer coefficients between arteries and veins
in each segment.

Element Arterial Venous

Vbl/cm3 L/cm Pairs hav/(W K−1 pair−1) Hav/(W K−1)

Head 40 180 19 – 0 0.00
Neck 15 66 8 16 0.097 1.55
Trunk 446 1484 58 – 0 0.00
Arm 24 107 31 7 0.377 2.55
Forearm 13 60 28 4 0.341 1.43
Hand 7 30 19 3 0.231 0.72
Thigh 78 349 44 15 0.535 8.26
Leg 35 155 40 8 0.487 3.67
Foot 15 66 26 5 0.316 1.55



Fig. 5. Overview of the passive system model, showing possible boundary conditions, geometry and circulatory system used in each segment.
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Eq. (10) is used to calculate the metabolic heat generation by
shivering; it is similar to the equation used by Gordon et al. [6]:

Msh · As = K5 Thy − Thy;0
� �

+ K6 Tsk − Tsk;0
� �

+ K7 · ΔQ ð10Þ

where Msh is the heat generation by shivering (0≤Msh≤429 W, or
6.4 W kg−1), As is the superficial area of the model, K5, K6, and K7 are
constants whose values are 250W K−1, 40 W K−1, and 0.06; ΔQ is the
difference between the heat lost in the surface in any instant and the
heat lost in thermal neutrality.
Fig. 6. Predicted values and measured data from
2.5. Solution method and computational implementation

The finite-volume method was applied to the differential equa-
tions, Eqs. (2), (6), and (7). The resulting algebraic equations were
solved by a technique similar to the alternating-direction-implicit
scheme [19]. The computer code was written in C++. The use of
object-oriented programming produced a computer program that can
be easily and quickly modified. It is possible to change the number of
elements, layers' distribution, body's constitution, and the number of
tissues considered. Several tests were performed in order to evaluate
the correctness of the computer implementation and the convergence
of the numerical method. A time step of 0.1 s was considered. A grid of
24×20×14 (ξ×η×γ) was used in the head, 24×20×15 in the trunk,
[31] at To=30 °C, ϕ=40%, and vb0.2 m/s.



Fig. 7. Predicted values andmeasured data fromHardy and Stolwijk [33] for hot exposure. Fig. 9. Model results and measured data presented by Gordon et al. [6] for cold exposure.
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20×20×3 in the other segments. These values are the result of tests
performed, allowing a satisfactory volume distribution.

3. Results and discussion

Initially, a steady state simulation was performed in order to
determinate the thermal neutrality condition. For normal and nude
subjects, the range of operative temperature from 29 to 31 °C provides a
thermal neutral condition [21]. In the current model, 30 °C were
considered, moreover, vb0.15 m/s, ϕ=50%, and basal conditions were
assumed. Thenudebodymodelwas considered in the standupposition.
The viscera and brain mean temperatures can be considered represen-
tative of rectal and hypothalamic temperatures, respectively. The mean
superficial skin temperature and brain temperatures under this
condition serve as set points for the regulatory system. Therefore, the
hypothalamic and skin reference temperatures in Eqs. (8)–(10) are 36.8
and 33.7 °C, respectively. Skin superficial and internal temperatures
were compared with experimental data from Werner and Reents [31].
The comparison is presented in Fig. 6. In these experiments, air
temperature fluctuations along time were of ±0.2 °C and temporal
differences between wall and air temperatures were of ±1 °C.
Considering that a 1 °C increment in operative temperature means
approximately 1 °C increase in skin temperature, an accuracy of the
measurements of roughly ±1 °C should be expected. The model is able
to predict internal and superficial temperatures with accuracy of less
than 1.5 and 4.5%, respectively. The larger differences observed (1.4 °C)
were in the extremities, hands and feet. This could be explained by the
fact that a simplified circulatory system model was used in these
segments. In the feet and hands, there are subcutaneous vascular
structures designed for heat transfer [34]. These structures will be
included in the future. In addition, it should be necessary to model the
fingers, if human thermal responses to extremely cold environment are
to be simulated.

The followingdata result fromthe choiceof the anatomicalmodel. The
cardiac output corresponds to the total blood flow that is pumped by the
Fig. 8. Predicted values and measured data from Hardy and Stolwijk [33] for hot exposure.
heart. A value of 6.2 L/minwas calculated at basal condition. This value is
superior to the used by Fiala et al. [10] and Al-Othmani et al. [16], 4.9 and
4.8 L/min, respectively. However, it is compatible to the normal cardiac
output presented by Aires [32], 3.5 L/(min m2), which corresponds to
6.3 L/min. The basal metabolism calculated was 43.9 W/m2, the
pulmonary ventilation 6 L/min, and the fat percentage 14%.

In the model, three-dimension geometries were used only in the
head and trunk. In the other segments two-dimensional geometries
were employed. As expected, the more significant variations occur in
the ξ direction. The temperature variations in η directionwere smaller
than 0.8 °C. The temperature variation in the γ direction of the head
was very small and in the trunk it was equal to 0.4 °C.

The comparison between the transient results with reported
experimental data from Stolwijk and Hardy [33] can be used to validate
the nude bodymodel to a hot exposure. The comparison is presented in
Figs. 7 and8. In thesehot-exposure experiments, restinghuman subjects
were exposed consecutively to three different environments. The first
exposure lasted 60min and acted as a preparation period, duringwhich
the subjects were exposed to a thermal neutral environment with
operative temperatures between 27.8 and 28.5 °C. The objective was to
bring the individuals to a condition near thermal neutrality. The second
exposure, to a hot environment, lasted 120 min. The third one lasted
60 min. To make possible the comparison between model results and
experimental data it was necessary that in both situations the initial
point was the same, i.e., 60 min. For the conditions of Fig. 7, the model
was able to predict skin and tympanic temperatures with an accuracy of
less than 0.8 and 0.2 °C, respectively. For the conditions of Fig. 8, the
modelwas able to predict skin temperaturewith anaccuracyof less than
0.3 °C during the first period (120min) and 1.0 °C during the last period
(120 to 180 min). The tympanic temperature was predicted with an
accuracy of less than 0.4 °C during the whole period. A cold exposure
simulation was performed and the results were compared with
experimental data presented in Gordon et al. [6], see Fig. 9. After
30 min, the difference between the model results and measured values
was less than 0.4 °C for the skin, and 0.8 °C for the rectal region.

4. Conclusions

A mathematical model of the human thermal system was success-
fully developed. The model was built taking into account anthropome-
trical data, tissues physical properties and physiological parameters of
the human body. An anatomic model was adopted and the geometric
model constructed using photos of human body cross sections.With the
aid of an image editor, it could be concluded that an ellipse was the
geometry entity that better represents these cross sections. This way,
elliptical cylinders were used to represent the body segments, in
contrast with circular cylinders often adopted in similar models. This
new technique allowed a more realistic representation of the human
body, supporting 3D heat conduction. The anatomicmodel is composed
by 15 cylindrical elements representing the body's segments: head,
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neck, trunk, arms, forearms, hands, thighs, legs, and feet. Considering
their importance to human regulatory system, 8 types of tissues were
considered: skin, fat, muscle, bone, viscera, lung, heart, and brain. These
tissues were chosen because they present distinct physical properties
and physiological parameters. The heat transfer model considers 3D
heat conduction, heat transfer between blood and tissue, heat transfer
between large arteries and veins, and heat transfer in the respiratory
tract. The model allows the use of different local boundary conditions,
but only uniform conditions were employed. The partial differential
equations were solved using the finite-volume method. The results of
thermal neutrality simulation are in excellent agreementwith empirical
data, indicating that the model represents satisfactorily the behavior of
the passive human thermal system. Although a simplified thermo-
regulatory model was adopted, the transient results also showed good
agreement with experimental data. More comparisons between model
results and experimental data are still necessary to validate the clothed
model and the asymmetrical environment exposition. The results could
be improved by addingmore segments: abdomen, fingers and toes, and
a more detailed description of the circulatory and thermoregulatory
systems. These can be accomplished because of the flexible computa-
tional implementation.
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